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ABSTRACT
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framework. Thus previous work of the present authors is generalised.
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1. Introduetion
Using sympleetie geometry on the classical phase spaee, geometrie quantization [1]

provides a eoordinate independent quantization seheme avoiding the ambiguity of operator
ordering. In [2] it has been suggested to eonsider field theoretie anomalies in the eontext
of this scheme. However it is not clear in the literature [3], to what extent geometrie
quantization is applieable to field theories. In [3] it was claimed (without proof) to yield
the eorreet quantum field theory for linear systems and semiclassieal approximations in
general.

In previous work [4] the authors have eontributed to this diseussion: Considering the
non eonservation of the quantized ehiral charge in time they have shown, how to ealeulate
the ehiral U(l) anomaly of a non Abelian gauge theory in 4 dimensions within the geometrie
quantization scheme. As the ehiral anomaly is a weIl established feature of gauge theories,
one ean regard its determination to be a signifieant test for the applieation of geometrie
quantization to field theories.

In [3] the spaee V of solutions of the Dirae equation in a gauge background has been
taken as the classical phase spaee for the Dirae system. In [4]a slightly different approach
has been chosen: As in [3] the solutions W E V have been represented by their initial
values W(x,t)lt=o =: 'l/;o(x). However in aceordanee to the usual treatment of Fermionie
field theories the 'l/;r(x) have been regarded as anticommuting coordinates on a graded
sympleetie manifold.

Although graded manifolds are extensively used in the physies literature [6,7], the
subjeet of geometrie quantization on such manifolds has been investigated systematieaIly
(to our knowledge) only in [5]and only up to the prequantum level. Henee it suggests itself
to deal with the formalism of geometrie quantization on phase spaees with the strueture
of the one used in [4]. This will be done in seetion 2 of the present paper. More strietly
speaking we will eonsider the quantization of a graded sympleetie manifold (X, A, w) (in
the notion of [5]), where X is pointlike and A is the exterior algebra over the dual of
a veetorspace. Results of [5] will be revisited as far as necessary to keep the paper self
eontained. However the consideration of a complex structure and the induced polarization
as weHas the eonstruction of a quantum Hilbert space exeeeds the material presented in
[5].

In section 3 of the present paper the geometrie quantization formalism developed in
seetion 2 is applied to Dirae theory in even dimensions D. An appropriate polarization for
a Dirae theory with gauge background is presented and the Fock space strueture of the
quantum Hilbert space is lined out.

A shortcoming of [4] was the restriction to the ehiral anomaly in 4 spacetime dimen-
sions. In seetion 4 the chiral U(l) anomaly in arbitrary even D dimensions as weIl as the
(covariant) non abelian anomaly are ealculated. Generalizing [4] the results are in fuIl
agreement with the standard ones [15]. The caleulation shows that the half form contri-
bution, corresponding to the transformation property of the measure in the Hilbert space,
plays a crucial role in determining field theoretical anomalies. In an appendix we will point
out technical details of the ealeulations done in seetion 4.
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2. Graded Manifolds and Geometrie Quantization
Geometrie quantization on the one hand and the theory of graded manifolds on the

other hand are weil established in the physics as weil as in the mathematics literature.
Already in 1975 Kostant showed in aremarkable work [5] that the notion of graded sym-
pleetic manifolds induces a natural connection between these two fields. However with few
exceptions (c.f. [16]) this conneetion has not been paid much attention to in the literature.
Hence to the extent we need later we will start this seetion repeating the main ideas of
[5] in short. For more details on graded manifolds (supermanifolds) in finite and also in
infinite dimensions we refer to [6] and [7].

Let A be an algebra decomposed into A = Ao EBAl such that Ai . Aj C Ai+j, i,j E
.7Z2• We call ai E Ai homogeneous element of A with degree gr(ai) = i. A is a graded
(commutative) algebra over .7Z2, if the product ofeach two homogeneous elements a, b E A
is graded commuting, i.e.

a. b = (_l)gr(a)gr(b)b. a (2.1).

(2.2)

In this sense Ao and Al are referred to as the even respectively the odd part of the algebra
A.

Let X be a smooth manifold and {Ui} the set of all open subsets of X. Let A be
a graded algebra, equipped with an appropriate topology and consider smooth funetions
Ji : Ui -+ A. The set of these funetions also forms a graded algebra under pointwise
operations, denoted by A(Ui). For a pair Uj C Ui the (natural) restrietion

pg; : A(Ui) -+ A(Uj)

pg; (fi) = lilu;

is an algebra homomorphism and the tupel (X, A(Ui), pgi.) is a special example of a sheaf.
J

(For our purpose it is sufficient to consider a sheaf as an objeet of this type, for the exact
definition we refer to [8].) If for an atlas {UaJ of X any funetion JOt E A(UOt) can be
written as .

IOt(x) = JOt(x ) +L L (g:r(x ))it ...j•.Bit ..... ()jn
n>O it ...jn

(2.3)

the sheaf (X, A(Ui), pg~) together with this decomposition defines a graded manifold de-
J

noted by (X, A). In (2.3) x E UOt is a point, JOt, (g:r)it.;.jn respeetively are usual COO(UOt)
funetions and ()jl ••••• ()jn are the generators of A. Note that A = IR also fits into the
definition of a graded algebra (with trivial odd part), hence each usual manifold X can
also be considered as a graded manifold (X, COO). If in contrast A = Gr is a Graßmann
algebra the corresponding (X, 9r) is also called a supermanifold.

For the application we have in mind we let V be a vector space and V* its dual. In
the case of infinite dimensional V let the dual be defined with respeet to some pairing (e.g.
in the sense of [9]). The exterior algebra EBn /\ n(V*) over this dual space is a .7Z2graded
algebra, with respect to the 1\ produet. If we consider W := EBn /\ n(V*) as a (trivial)
sheaf over the pointlike manifold X = {p}, this defines a graded manifold
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[ Mv := ({p}, W) (2.4)

Here the splitting (2.3) holds trivially, eonsidering the elements of V = 1\1(V*) as odd
generators of W. As shown by Batehelor [7] the fact that V may be infinite dimensional
does not spoil the eonstruetion. (In the same way as eonstructed above EBn sn(v*), the
symmetrie tensor algebra of V* defines a graded manifold ({p}, EBn sn(v*)) with trivial
odd part. This example should be of interest in geometrie quantization of Bosonie field
theories, however it will be eonsidered elsewhere [17].)

For graded manifolds the notion of a tangent spaee is not so natural as for a usual
manifold. Nevertheless it is possible to do differential geometry and proeeed with geometrie
quantization by eonsidering the spaee of a1l superderivations instead of T(X). This spaee
of superderivations Der(A) c End(A) over the algebra of functions A is defined as the
spaee of all linear maps b : A -+ A obeying a graded Leibnitz rule :

Der(A) = {b = bo+ b1 E End(A)lbk(f. g) = bk(f) . 9 + (_l)gr(J)gr(ok) f . bk(9) k E 7Z2}

(2.5)
where b = bo+ b1 is understood with respeet to the natura1ly indueed (7Z2- )grading of
End(A). Der(A) does not define the tangent spaee of the graded manifold (X, A), but
generalizes the (algebraie) definition of T(X) as the spaee of all derivations on COO(X). In
coordinates (Xi,Oj) on (X,A) we have

8 8b- ~a.-+~b.- -. ~a.8 +~b.88- LJ ~8x' LJ 3 80. -. LJ ~ z; LJ 3 i
i ~ j 3 i j

(2.6)

with eoeffieients ai,bj E A. For b,h E Der(A) the eommutator between (homogeneous)
superderivations naturally generalizes the eommutator between veetor fields

[b, h]:f: := b h + (_1)gr(o)gr(6)+1 h b (2.7).

In the example (2.4) superderivations b of Mv are eompletely determined by their action
on a base of V* via linearity and Leibnitz rule. Thus Der(W) may be identified with W @ V
where the elements of V act on W as superderivations of homogeneous grading l.

To generalize the definition of differential forms to graded manifolds (e.f. [5]) we
eonsider (for all open Ui C X) the tensor algebra T(Ui) of Der(A(Ui)) with eoeffieients in
A(Ui) and denote by Tm(u) the spaee of a1l rn-tensors. Then the spaee of differential rn-
forms nm(U, A(Ui)) is given as the set of all A(Ui)-valued linear forms on Tm(ui) obeying
a graded symmetry, speeified below. Using the sheaf strueture of (X, A) we get globally
nm(X, A) as the spaee of all rn-linear maps on Der(A) with values in A, eharaeterized by
the additional graded symmetry eondition on a E nm (X, A)

(t t. t. t ) - (_l)CgrCei)+l)(grCei+l)+l) (t t. t. t)a "'1, ... , "'3' "'3+1, ... , "'m - a "'1,' .. , "'3+1, "'3' ... , "'m (2.8)

withei E Der(A) homogeneous. (Note that our sign eonventions eoineide with [6]but not
with [5].) For Mv all elements in V are of homogenous degree 1, so nm(Mv) simplifies
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to the space of symmetrie rn-forms over V with values in W. Hence, denoting by srn(v*)
the space of symmretric rn-tensors over V*

(2.9).

This may become more apparent in a coordinate description : Assume a basis set {ei}
is given on V, so each v E V may be written as

(2.10).

The set of coordinates {ei} may be identified with the corresponding dual basis on V*, i.e.
ei( ej) = Sij. Regarding ei as Graßmann numbers (anticommuting variables) elements of
W become polynomials in ei. In these coordinates Der(W) is spanned by {BeJ with

(2.11).

Note that {BeJ also determines a base of V that is anticommuting in contrast to {ei}'
For the construction of nrn (Mv ) we denote the basis elements of Sl(V*) by dei with

(2.12).

This notati()n becomes consistent if we take dei to be commuting, in contrast to the ei.
Then the symbol d coincides with the exterior derivative on W, in coordinates

(2.13)

that acts as a derivative of grading 1 and is nilpotent (d2 = 0). On a graded manifold we
also have the not ion of an interior derivative ie with degree gr(ie) = gr(e) + 1 defined as
on a usual manifold by

(2.14).

Now let Acv = A~)(1Jbe the complexification ofthe algebra A and let {Ua} be an open
covering of X. Then a (complex) line bundle sheaf Lover the graded manifold (X, A) is
locally determined as .

(2.15).

Here Ta are even generators of Acv with invertible transition functions caß E A(Ua nUß)
given by Ta = CaßTß' Using the sheaf structure of (X, A) trus can be globalized. The space
of sections of a line bundle Lover a graded manifold is defined as in the usual case and
will be denoted by r(L) = L(X). For geometrie quantization L has to carry a Hermitian
structure, i.e. a bilinear, Hermitian operation

(., .)L x L -+ Acv
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mapping pairs of seetions S(x),5(x) E r(L) smoothly to a seetion (S,5)(x) of the trivial
line bundle Aev oV6l'(X, A). As for usual manifolds a connection V on a line bundle sheaf
L can be written as a map Ve : L ---+ L, locally given by

VeS = eS + (ie1?)S for any e E Der(A) (2.17)

where 1?E n1(A) has degree gr(1?)= 1. The curvature oft he connection then is curvV = d1?
(with d given by (2.13)) and a Hermitian structure on a line bundle sheaf is said to be
compatible with the conneetion, if

(2.18)
For more details we refer to [5].

Symplectic mechanics on a graded manifold proceeds as for usual manifolds : w E
n2(X, A) is called a graded symplectic form, if it is even with respeet to the grading of
A, closed ( dw = 0) and (weakly) nondegenerated on Der(A), (Le. if w(V, W) = 0 for all
V E Der(A) then W = 0, c.f. [9]). Then due to the graded Darboux theorem there exist
local coordinates with

12: .. 12: ..w = - j~}dx.dx. + - g~}d(}.d(}.2 ~ } 2 ~ }
ij ij

(2.19)

where the matrices jij (antisymmetric ) and gij (symmetrie) are constant and of grading
O. Also there is a graded Poincare lemma that (locally) guarantees the existence of e with
w = deo For Mv the Darboux theorem and the Poincare lemma hold globally and the jij
in (2.19) vanish. To generalize the Poisson algebra £rom COO(X) to A one assigns via

eFJw + dF = 0 (2.20)

a Hamiltonian veetorfield eF E Der(A) to each observable F E A. Then the Poisson
algebra over Ais given by

{F, G} = (-l)gr(F)eFG = (_l)gr(F)+leF JeGJw
with eFG = eFJdG. In Darboux coordinates this is

(2.21),

(2.22)

This includes the usual Poisson bracket and also gives an anticommutator on the level of
classical mechanics.

The first aim of geometrie quantization is to associate to each observable F E A an
operator 0 F, acting on seetions of a complex line bundle sheaf Lover the graded symplectic
manifold (X, A, w) such that a represention of the Poisson algebra is provided and the unit
element 1 E A is represented as the unit operator :

[OF,OG]:f: = -ihO{F,G}

01 = 1
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Such a representation is called prequantization. If we consider a usual sympleetic manifold
with [w] integral Weil's theorem guarantees that there exists a Hermitian line bundle L
over X with a conneetion V such that V is compatible with the Hermitan strueture on L
and induces the sympleetic form by w = curv(V). For a graded manifold (X, A) such a
Hermitian line bundle sheaf has been shown in [5] (c.f. seetion6.3) to exist if X has trivial
cohomology. Trus is the case for our application (2.4), moreover the line bundle over Mv
can be chosen trivial, i.e. Lv = W l8l (JJ. The prequantum operator on such a line bundle
sheaf is then given by

OF : r(L) ~ r(L)
OF = -i1iVeF +F

where the covariant derivative Ve may be written as

(2.24)

(2.25).

However full quantization demands an irreducible representation of the Heisenberg
subalgebra (c.f. [1]), not given by (2.24). On a usual manifold X trus problem is solved
by choosing a polarization (Lagrangian subspace) P c TaJ(X) of the complexified tangent
space. An appropriate polarization for geometrie quantization is provided by a Kähler
structure [10] on X. We use the notion of [3] and define an (almost ) Kähler structure on
X as a linear involution J : T(X) ~ T(X) with

J2 = -1
(2.26).

(2.27).

If one can choose on X local coordinates {Zk,zt} solving over TaJ(X) the eigenvalue
problem

J [a~.J= +i (a~.) J [a:t] = -; (a:t)
This defines a Kähler polarization P spanned by the eigenvectors 88+ =: 8 +. This descrip-z" z"
tion of a Kähler structure easily generalizes to graded manifolds given by an automorphism
J : Der(A) ~ Der(A) obeying (2.26). A Kähler polarization on a graded manifold is then
determined by

(2.28).

To fulfill the irreducibility condition we have to represent classical observables as operators
on the space of polarized seetions

rP(L) = {S E r(L) I VeS = 0 for all e E P} (2.29).

For a Kähler polarization this means that the wave funetions S E rP (L) have to be
holomorphic sections, i.e. covariantly constant under Vz+'

k
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On a usual (2m-dimensional) manifold X the symplectic form w induces a natural
volume element (~m. Using this for integration over X the Hermitian structure (2.16) on
L extends to an inner product on r(L) by

< .,. > : r(L) x r(L) -t (]J

< e,17 > = j(e'17)(W)m
(2.30).

Such is not the case on a graded manifold, where integration over forms is not defined
directly. Due to Berezin [6]integration over anticommuting variables is identified with dif-
ferentiation. A naive identification would yield a coordinate dependent integral. However
considering the symplectic graded manifold Mv and a complex structure J defined on it
Berezin's idea can be used to determine a coordinate independent integration: On Mv
the symplectic form w determines a map 7" between superderivations and one forms by

7" : Der(Mv) -t n1(Mv )
7"(e) : = eJw

(2.31).

On the other hand the symplectic form and the complex structure yield an antisymmetric
tensor field 9 on Der(Mv) by

9(e,17) = w(J(e),17) e,17 E Der(Mv) (2.32).

We note that w E n2(Mv) and hence gE W l8l/\ 2(V*), so we can define an antisymmetric
form w' EW l8l/\ 2(V)

(2.33).

For 2m dimensional V the m-fold tensor product (w')m E W l8l/\ 2m(V) provides a natural
volume element for the integration of functions over Mv, i.e. integration of sections F E
r(Lv) in the following way : We have

F. (w')m EW l8l/\ 2m(V) (2.34)

and the integration is carried out applying the /\ 2m(V) part as product of superderivations
to W. This yields a coordinate independent map

j ..(w')m : r(Lv) -t (]J (2.35)

that gives in coordinates the Berezin integral with .Jdet gij used as integration measure.
We note that this generalizes to infinite dimensions (c.f. chapter 1.3 of [12]).

In contrast to r(L) on the space of polarized sections rP(L) the natural volume
element (w)m (respectively (w')m) does in general not induce a pairing by integration.
Therefore it is necessary to introduce the notion of half forms [1]. Essentially a half
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form on a usual manifold X is a funetion on the bundle of frames FP(X) spanning the
polarization P ••

which transforms under right group aetions 9 on P according to

v 0 9 = (detpg)-1/2v

(2.36)

(2.37)

Roughly speaking v reflects the transformation property of the measure in the Hilbert space
build from the space of polarized seetions rP(L). For infinite dimensional manifolds one
furthermore has to choose a proper regularization to make the determinant weIl defined.
The notion of half forms can also be applied to our graded manifold Mv( {p}, W) :

v: FP(W) -+ W (2.38)

where FP is the frame bundle of the polarization P C Der(W) and v transforms under
group actions according to (2.37).

Quantum states are now taken as produets of a (normalizes) polarized seetion S E
rP (L) and a half form v corresponding to the polarization P. The quantum operator F
of a classical observable F E Athen becomes the sum of the prequantum action OF on S
and the Lie derivative of v with respect to the Hamiltonian vector field eF :

(2.39)

Note that this gives the right quantum operator only if F respects the polarization in the
sense that

(2.40).

In the case of a Kähler polarization a holomorphic projection [18] is needed to obtain the
correct quantum operator for observables not respeeting the polarization. However this
will not be crucial for our foIlowing considerations.
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3. Geometrie Quantization of Dirae Theory

To elaborate geometrie quantization for a Dirac field we consider (according to [3])
the space of solutions of the (massless) Dirac equation

'Y""(i8,." + A,.,,(x, t))'l1(x,t) = 0 (3.1)

in D spacetime dimensions in a non Abelian background. The elements q, of this space
are complex D-spinors and the field A( x, t) is regarded as an external gauge connection
A(x, t) = Aa(x, t)Ta with Ta generating the gauge group. Dur conventions are similar as
in [4] and can be found in the appendix (Al). A solution of (3.1) is uniquely determined
by its value 'l/;T( x) at a fixed time T via

(3.2)

what respects the linear structure of the solution space. An inner product between solutions
of (3.1) is given by :

q, 0 ~ := J '1/;; (x) fT(x)dD-1x
Il,.

where :ET denotes the t = T hypersurface. This fixes the space under consideration

V := {q, solution of (3.1) I q, 0 q, < co}

(3.3),

(3.4)

As explained above (2.4), this yields a graded manifold with the dual V* determined by
(3.3) :

Mv = ({p}, EBA n(v*))
n

(3.5)

The (D -1) dimensional b-functions span (formally) V* assigning to each 'l1 EVits value
'l/;T(X) at some space point x. As explained in (2.10), (2.11) we use 'l/;T(X) as anticommut-
ing coordinates on Mv. (Note that our notation does not distinguish between 'l/;T ( x) as
elements of V* and as functions on :ET!) With the symplectic form

w = iJ d'l/;;(x)d'l/;T(x)dD-1x
Il,.

on Mv the Poisson bracket (2.22) yields the well known equal time anticommutator

(3.6)

(3.7).

V is per construction a complex vector space, but the Kähler polarization with respect
to the natural complex structure is not acceptable from the physical point of view : It would
lead to an energy spectrum which is unbounded from below. For the free theory (A = 0)
an appropriate polarization is given in [1]. There the operator
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(3.8)

is used to split the space of solutions of the free Dirac equation V into a positive and a
negative frequency part in order to define a complex structure by

Jfr["p>.] = isign(A)"p>. for eigenstates Bfr"p>.(X) = A"p>.(X)

A natural generalization of (3.8) for a theory in a background field is

(3.9).

(3.10).

We proceed in analogy to the free case and decompose at t = r the funetion "pT into a
formal sum of eigenfunetions <P~of the Hermitian operator BT

(3.11) .

(3.12).

n

In contrast to the free case A~ determines the time evolution of <P~ only up to first order,
nevertheless <P~ provides a basis of V. Considering (3.11) one should note that the decom-
position is not discrete, so the sum over <Pn is only formal and has to be understood as an
integration.

In the corresponding coordinate system {c~} we now can define the complex strueture
JT by

JT [8~~]= +i sign(A~)8~~ JT [8~+] = -i sign(A~)8(c~)+

This complex structure explicitly depends on r. As r can be chosen arbitrarily it defines
a time dependent complex strueture J(t) by J(t)lt=T := JT. To describe this in a small
neighborhood of r, i.e. for t = r + öt, we use the (unitary) transformation matrix ß~;;)
between the eigenstates of BT and Bt

<P~=L ß~;;)<p~
m

Then we have in {c~}-coordinates the complex strueture

(3.13).

(3.14)

with a similar expression for c~+. The complex structure is also a funetional of the gauge
background (J(t) = J(t)[A]) and transforms covariantly with respect to local (fixed time)
gauge transformations a( x) = aa (x )Ta

eia(z) J(t)[A]e-ia(z) = J(t)[PaA]

The Kähler polarization PT, determined by J(t)lt=T is then given as

10
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(3.16)

and naturally induces holomorphic (anticommuting) coordinates

(3.17)

In order to simplify our notation we will suppress the index Tin the sequel whenever this
is possible.

We proceed in the coordinates {zn, z;} on the graded manifold Mv where the sym-
plectic form (3.6) is

and E>can be chosen as

o = ~ (~>~dzn+~dz~zn)
According to (2.29) polarized sections S E rP(Lv) have to obey

V8 +S(z,z+) = 0
Zr.

Hence with (2.25) and E>given in (3.19) (see also [1]) we obtain

n

(3.18)

(3.19).

(3.20)

(3.21)

where the I7(Z) are holomorphic functions. On the (trivial) line bundle Lv over Mv the
Hermitian structure defined by

(3.22)

is compatible with the covariant derivative (2.25) on Lv (c.f.[l] respectively [5]). It extends
(formally) to the inner product on the space r of sections of Lv :

< S(z, z+),S(z, z+) >= lim j(w,)m(s,s)(z, z+)
m-+oo

(3.23)

To make this formal definition meaningful we can approximate V as a sequence of finite
dimensional vectorspaces Vn as proposed in [12] and [3]. However as a pairing between
sections S E rP(L) (3.23) is well defined if it is understood in terms of the Fock space
structure given below.

Geometrie quantization of the Dirac equation means to determine the quantum op-
erators (2.39) of any observable and apply it to polarized sections S E rP(Lv). For the
coordinate functions Zk,zt as classical observables the half form contribution £xFv in
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(2.39) vanishes for an appropriate normalization of the half form v (c.f. (3.33)) and we
obtain '.

n

n

(3.24).

This coincides with the well known holomorphic representation of Fermionic field theory
(c.f. [11],[12]). We define the vacuum state 10>E rP(Lv) by

where rr Zn means the formal produet over a11coordinates Zn' This yields formally

<010>= 1

(3.25)

(3.26)

what may be regarded either as adefinition or as the result of a limiting procedure defining
(3.23) and (3.25) properly. Then (3.24) gives the interpretation of zr and Zk, respectively,
as creation and annihilation operators

Zk/O> = 0

zrlO> =: Ik>
for they fulfill the (usual) anticommutation relations

.[A A] [A+ A+] 0Zk,Zl+= zk,zl +=
[zr, zzJ+ = Skl

Together with (3.26) this yields the orthonormality relation

(3.27)

(3.28)

(3.29)
The construction of the Fock space given above corresponds to the polarization pt only at
t = T. To extend this to a time t = T + St we use (3.14) to define holomorphic coordinates
by

)/ > 0n
(3.30),

what in some sense corresponds to the interaction pieture of quantum mechanics. The
dynamics of the system then is determined by the (time dependent) Hamiltonian

Ht = J 'l1+(x, th°'j'j(i8j + Aj(x, t))'l1(x, t)d3x =L 1'\~I(z~)+ z~
~* n
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where we choose the Ao = 0 gauge for sake of simplicity. At t = T the corresponding
Hamiltonian vecto"rfield of Ht is given by

(3.32).

preserving the Kähler polarization JT. To quantize HT we have to consider further the
half form contributions. Choosing a reference half form Vo on pT (3.16) normed by
Vo (8 +, ... ,8 +, ... ) = 1 quantum states are determined asZl Zk

I~>= S(z, z+)vo = exp( -1/2 2: z~ zn)O"(z)vo

Then we obtain for the quantum operator fIT

HTI~ > = _.-1/2 L: .;t •• ( ~ 1>',14a~,u(zT)) Vo - ~ [Trp< (L/HJ] . Vo

= +e-1/22: Z;Zn (2: IAkI8~T ZkO"(ZT)) Vo - ~ 2: IA~I I~ >
k k n

(3.33)

(3.34),

This confirms the interpretation (3.27) of zt ~8/ 8zk as creation operator of a one particle
state in Fock space with energy An > O. The vacuum contribution

(3.35)
n

of the Hamiltonian may be compensated by aredefinition of the classical Hamiltonian due
to HT --+ HT + 1/22: IA~I,what does not effeet the dynamics of the system.

n
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4. The Chiral Anomaly

a) V(I) Anomaly in 4 Dimensions

The chiral transformation on a Dirac field 'l1

h'l1(x, t) = -a'l'l1(x, t) (4.1)

is a symmetry of the equation of motion (3.1). Noether's theorem yields for the 'l current

(4.2)

the conservation law

(4.3).

To obtain the anomaly of (4.3) we consider the nonconservation ofthe chiral charge, defined
by

F5 = j(5)O(x,t)d3x = L j(cp;)+(x)ia,5cp~(x)d3x C~CTn (4.4).
r:t Tnnr:t

This is precisely the moment um map [13] of the chiral symmetry (4.1) with respeet to the
symplectic form Wr (3.6). To express (4.4) in the holomorphic coordinates (3.17) we note
that ,5 and Er commute, so they have a common eigenbase {cp;;j. With the notion

~~n := i j(cp~)+(x)a,5cp;(x)d3x
r:t

we see that these matrix elements ~~n vanish if >.~=I=>'~and obtain

F5
= L(z;)+z~ [(~~n)>.;>o - (~;Tn)>.;<o]

Tnn

This yields the Hamiltonian vector field

(4.5)

(4.6).

(4.8).

As the chiral transformation (4.1) is a symmetry of the theory, the chiral charge (4.4) is
conserved under the (classical) Hamiltonian dynamics (3.32) :

dl 5 5 81 5- F = eH F + - F = 0dt t=r .,. 8t t=r

Note that the term 8/8tF5 occurs due to a possible explicit time dependence via the
external field. Quantizing (4.8), i.e. considering the corresponding quantum relation

14



t.

(4.9)

with (3.19) we obtain for the prequantum operators (2.24)

(4.10).

Furthermore eFS preserve the Kähler polarization provided by J(t) (3.14). So we obtain
at t = T for a state I~ > given by (3.33)

Fixing T = 0 for the sequel and using (4.7) we have

< 01F510 >0=< OI-ieFSIO >0= -~ L J(cp~)+(x)sign(>.~)a,5cp~(x)d3x
n lJo

Then the anomaly is determined by

A= ddI < 01F510 >t
t t=o

(4.11).

(4.12).

(4.13).

To compute < 01F510 >t at t =1= 0 we have to use the coordinates provided by (3.30)
because of the time dependent polarization pt. By the classical conservation law it is clear
that the prequantum operators commute ([OH.,., 0FS] = 0) so we obtain

(4.14).

Here ~ refers to replacing the eigenvalue expression sign(>.t) = >.t.(>.t)-1/2 by the corre-
sponding formal series in the operator Bt. This an identity in (4.14). However the infinite
potentially divergent series demands a regularization. Thus we start the summation over
the cp~ from small energy eigenvalues >.~,Le. we choose a regulator

(4.15)

and take the limit M -+ 00 after the summation:

15



(4.16).81. i JA = -8~. lim L- d3x (<p~)+(x)iBt(B;)-1/2a"lRo<p~(x)
t t=o M-+oo n 2

1:0
This expression is wen defined and we can proceed in analogy to [14], changing the basis
set to plane waves. We let Tr refer to both the trace over gauge group trq] and the, indices
tr-y and define

4 i J d
3
k +'k (2)-1/2 5 (B~) 'kK, (x t).= lim Tr- --e ~:Z:B B a, exp -- e-~:Z:

, . M-+oo 2 (211")3 t t M2

to obtain

A = 881 J d3xK,4(x, t)
t t=o .1:0

To calculate K,4(x, t) we define the operator

B(k ).- Oj(k' i8j Aj(x,t))
t , x .-" 3 + M + M

substitute k -+ kM, eliminate the plane wave £rom the k integral and obtain

4 • i J d3 k -1/2K, (x,t) = 11m TrM3
- -( )3Bt(k,x) (B;(k,x)) a,5exp(-B~(k,x))

M-+oo 2 211"

B;(k, x) contains the gauge curvature Fjk(X, t) = i8jAk - i8kAj + [Aj, Ak] :

(4.17)

(4.18).

(4.19),

(4.20).

(

, k2 -to-... -+-+ 1 -+ -+ ....•....•. J
B;(k,x)= k2+ M(kA(x,t)+ik8)+ M2(2iA(x,t)8+i8A+P+iP)- ~;;2Fjk(X,t))

(4.21 ).
Expanding K,4(X, t) in k and using results of the appendix (A6), we see that only

terms proportional to €ijk AiFjk will contribute in the limit M -+ 00. Then with (A10)
the Taylor expansion yields

(4.22).



The last two terms are logarithmic divergent but can be properly regulated using (A14).
With a cyclic 0) permutation and the integration (All) for the convergent terms we have

(4.23),

what determines the integrated anomaly to be

(4.24)

From the computations it is clear that < OIF510 >t=o= O. Furthermore we can repeat
the above calculations for the other components of the,5 current :

J (j5)k(x, t)d3x =L J (cp~)+(x hO,k(ia,5)cp:n(x )d3x C~Cn
I:t mn I:t

Using (A2) one can show

( 0 Ih,(I')'(., t)d
3'1 0 ) t~O = 0

(4.25).

(4.26)

All the calculations hold even ifthe transformation parameter a in (4.4) is taken to be
local, i.e. a = a( x). Choosing a(x) = 8(x - y) this allows to quantize also the local
relation (4.3) and derive the nonintegrated form of the anomaly, what coincides with the
celebrate result (c.f.(15])

(4.27).

17



b) The Chiral U(l) Anomaly in D Dimensions
t-

To determine the chiral anomaly in D dimensions (D even) we replace ,5 by
( -( i)D /2,D+1) and all above considerations naturally generalize from the 4 dimensional
case. However to compute

J(D(X, t) = - J~ooTr J (~:~~1 e+ikz Bt (Bi) -1/2 (i)D/2a,D+1 exp ( - ~~ ) e-ikz

(4.28)
explicitly is a more tedious work. Again we make use of the appendix (A6) to argue that
in the limit M -+ 00 only terms proportional to

iit ...iD-1A F F
€ i ilh... iD-2iD-l

will contribute. With the Taylor coefficients of (1 - x )-1/2 given by

the expansionof (4.28) yields

(4.29)

(4.30) .

D __ 'D/2 JdD-1ke-k2,(N (F(X,t))n 1 (F(x,O))N-n
J( (x, t) - (2~) ärOJ (27r)D-1 Ikl ~ A(x, t)bn. 2k2 a (N _ n)! 2

_ ~ 2bn+1(n + 1)A(x t) (F(X, t)) n a 1 (F(X, 0)) N-n
LJ D - 1 ' 2k2 (N - n)! 2
n=O

_ ~ b (F(X, t)) n a 2(N - n + 1) k2 (F(x, 0)) N-n A(x 0))
~ n 2k2 (N - n + I)! D - 1 2 '

(4.31).
Here we suppressed the indices, set N := D/2 - 1 and used (A7). The n = N terms of
the first and second sum in (4.31) are infrared divergent and have to be integrated with
(A14). The rest is a usual Gauß integral (All) and yields

(
i)D/2 (D/2-1)'(J(D(x, t) = -€:;:;: trOJ (D _ I)!. 2bNA(x, t)(F(x, t))N a + 2bN(F(x, t))N aA(x, 0)

N-1 ( ) ( )D - 4 - 2n ,bn D - 1 n N n+ ~ 2 . (N _ n)! A(x, t)(F(x, t)) a(F(x,O)) -

- ~ (D - ~ - 2n) ,2(Z: ~):tA(x, t)(F(x, t))n,,(F(x,O))N-n
_ ~ (D - ~ - 2n )!(N2~nn)!(F(X,tW"(F(X,O))N-n A(X,O))

(4.32).

18



After a cyclic OJ permutation this determines the anomaly in D dimensions by
~.

where the coefficient K,D computes from (4.32) to

_ (i)D/2 (D/2 -1)! ( N-l)
K,D - 1r (D _ 1)! bN + ~ bn

This induces a recursion formula for K,D that will be solved by

"v = 2D (4~ f/2 (D ~2)!

Hence the integrated anomaly in D dimensions is determined by

19

(4.33)

(4.34).

(4.35).

(4.36).



c) Non Abelian Anomaly

Also the non Abelian anomaly [15] can be discussed in this framework. Introducing
the pair of orthogonal projection operators

(4.37)

the space of solutions of the Dirac equation is split into the direct sum V = VL EBVR of
left and right handed spinors. Now we consider VL to be the space ofleft handed solutions
only. As IIL commutes with Bt (because,5 does so) we can choose the base {epn} in (3.12)
to be given by eigenstates of IIL. Thus a base of VL is provided by the eigenstates to the
eigenvalue 1, denoted by {ep~}. The gauge transformation

(4.38)

yields for the Noether current

(4.39)

on c1assicallevel a covariant conservation law

(4.40).

On the quantum level we may obtain the (integrated) non abelian anomaly from

(4.41 ).

The last two terms on the r.h.s can be shown to vanish at t = o. Thus for a theory with
left handed Fermions only we have

where similar to (4.4)

81 AAi = -8 < OIFilO >t
t t=o

(4.42),

(4.43).

For IIL eliminates VR we can rewrite the summation over VL as a sum over all of V and
obtain

(4.44).
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The technical calculations of the anomaly now proceeds in the same way as above.
However the matrix elements q>mn (4.5) have to be replaced by

(4.45)

Thus we have to compute instead of (4.17)

J(OJ(x, t) = lim Tr J (d
3
k)3 e+ik:cBt (Bi) -1/2aaTa (1 - i,5) exp( -B~/ M2)e-ik:cM-= ~ 2

(4.46).
With Bi £rom (4.21) and the properties (A2) on the gamma trace we see that only the
part containing ,5 will contribute. After a cyclic OJ permutation we obtain

(4.47)

On the other hand the non Abelian chiral transformation

can be discussed similarly. For the matrix elements q>mn we have instead of (4.45)

q>mn -+ J rp~(x)i,5aaTa (1-2i,5) rpn(x)d3x
Eo

and we obtain for the left handed Fermions

(4.48)

(4.49)

(4.50)

The same considerations made for a theory with right handed Fermions only yield

(4.51)

In a theory with different gauge connections AL and AR for the left handed and right
handed Fermions we thus obtain the (covariant) gauge anomaly and the chiral anomaly,
respecti vely as

21



(4.52)

For the calculation of the consistent anomaly one notes, that the current (4.39) is
defined by the gauge transformation (4.38) only up to a constant (in the phase space).
Thus the anomaly is determined in our framework only up to the covariant derivative of
a (local) polynomial in the gauge field. As shown in [15] the difference between covariant
and consistent anomaly is an expression of this type.
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Appendix
[.

1) For the calculations involving , matrices in D (even) dimensions we use the the
conventions

{,J.L"V}+ = 2TJJ.LV= 2diag(+, _ ... , _)
(,J.L)+ = ,O,J.L,O

,D+1 = ,0,1 ... ,D-1 =} (,D+1)+ = (_ )D/2-1,D+1
From this one derives the trace formulas

t (D+1 ° il jk) _ { 0 k < D - 1
r-y, " , - 2D/2€il, ... jD-l k = D - 1

tr ..•(..."D+1..."il ..."h.) = 0 £or 0 d {J' J' }, I I I v:. 1, •.. k

tr ..•(..."O..."jl ... ..."jk) = 0 £or 0 d {J' J' }, I I I v:. 1, ... k

(Al).

(A2)

2) In computing the integral KP(x, t) one has not to take care on ultraviolet diver-
gences because of the Gaußian regulator. However infrared divergences may appear from

(A3)

with Dj = Aj(x, t)+i8j. Each term of order (k)n in the expansion of (A3) will contributes
with factors C!' )n-1 and (t)n. Hence for the resulting D - 1 dimensional integral

(A4)

no IR divergences appear in order Mi for j > O. In order MO there are logarithms
divergent contribution and for negative powers of M rational divergences appear, what
will be discussed below.

3) From (A2) it can be seen that in the k expansion of K,D(x, t) only terms will
contribute under the ,-trace containing at least D;2 factors

(A5)

On the other hand no more then D;-l such factors can contribute in the limes M -+ 00.

So performing the ,-trace and suppressing the indices all terms in the expansion will have
the form

(A6).
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where P(k2) is a Laurent polynom in k2, determined by the M-expansion of KP(x, t). Note
that one has to take care on the order of terms in (A6), what will be considered below. For
computing the polynom P explicitly we have to replace terms of the form ki(kA) under
the surface integral :

(A7)

4) Determining P(k2) in (A6) one gets from the expansion of KP terms of the form

€il, ...,inFith (t) ... F'i,_l (t)a:Fi'+l'(O) ... F'i"_l (0) [iBi" + Ai" (O)JFi"+l'(O) ... Fin-dn (0)
(A8).

Then we can eliminate the spatial derivative Bi from the expression by using

(A9)

and shift at t = 0 the field A(O) to the right. So we get for (A8)

(A10a)

After integration by parts Bi, acts to the left, so we can use the same argument to show

€it, ,in Fith (t) ... F'i,_l (t)[iBi, + Ai, (t)]Fi'+l.(t) F'i" (t)a:Fi"+l'(O) ... F'in (0) =
€it, ,inAil (t)Fid2(t) ... Fi,-2i,_l (t)a:Fil+dl+2(0) Fin-2in-l (O)Ain (0»

5) The Gaußian integrals in D - 1 dimensions yield

for D - 2 + n positive and odd.
Furthermore one has to consider the IR divergent integrals

(AlOb)

(All)

(A12)

with N = D/2 -1 (c.f. (4.22) and (4.31». To regulate the logarithmic divergence we
substitute Ikl -t Vk2+ € - € and expand the denominator around k; := k2 + €. This
yields
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(A13)

with e~M+l the Taylor coefficients of (.Jf=€)2M+l. More rigorously we would have to

substitute k2 -+ k2 + M2€ - M2€ in (4.21) before the expansion of B;1/2 in M. By this
IR contributions are avoided not only for MO but in anyorder. However this also yields
(A13). Expressing eJN+3 by eJN+l and bN+1 by bN we receive after an integration by
parts ofthe second term of (A13) :

J 2 e~N+l . ( 1 ) N+j+l/2
I = 2bN e -k kD ~) €) --- dk

~D-1 k2+€
)

= ~J -k2kD_
1_dk2D -1 e kD-1

bN
D-1
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